
Looking at the salary guides... Is there anybody at 13a? and if not, How does
this play a part on the salary guide? For negotiating and calculating increment
costs for each step, no one is on 13 a. It is to our benefit to have those teachers
calculated as 13b because it raises the base salary for negotiating.

Rumor Mill question -- If we vote this down -- the governor will step in and there
will be no negotiated contract for 3 years. In other other words, he can impose a
contract. Is this true? I thought Mr. Abramson said no to this, but this rumor is
circulating all around. As of today, Governor Christie cannot impose a contract.

Thanks for your time.

Susan (Steinard)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Insurance:
1. Is the insurance deductible changing from $500 to $1000? Upon ratification
the out-of-network deductible will change from 100 single / $250 family to $250
single / $500 family.

2. What is the deductible now? 100/250

3. Will we still need referrals? yes

4. Exactly how will the prescription plan change e.g. copays? Generic stays $10,
name brand will be $20

5. What will the office copays be? $20

6. Will we have to pay a copay for well visits? BC/BS rep recently told me this ia
a "grandfathered" thing and most plans do not have a copay for well visits. Yes –
all visits require a copay.

7. How much will be taken out of our pay (percentage)? Will families now pay
more? The percent for premium sharing is prorated on the website. It is
determined by your salary and is a % of the health care cost. Families will pay
the family rate – this is still being tabulated.

8. Will the BOE issue a separate check for retro pay? We've waiting this long and
if it is lumped together with our regular pay, the taxes we pay will be higher. Yes.

9. What does the skipped step mean for those on 10 and 11 (at 2015-16 there is
an extra step). Do those on step 10 end up on step 15 or 16 at the end of the
contract? When reading the movement chart, you need to stay in the row all the
way across. If you were on step 11 in the 2010 - 2011 school year, your step
movement is 11-11-12-14-15-17. The 18 is a step in the 2015 - 2016 year. For



step 10 in 2010 – 2011, follow the 10-10-11-13-14-15 salaries.

10. Will teachers still get paid $25/hour for after hours work. For example, we
received a Save the Dates email to go to Elementary Reader's Workshop on
June 24, 25, and 27 OR July 23, 24, and 25 stating payment was according to
HTEA contract. Others receive an increase in the hourly wage. By the end of the
contract, bus drivers will be earning $35.50 and bus aides will be earning $28.64.
Yes, it will stay $25/hr.

11. Why are teachers the only ones who have a 21-step guide (actually 22
because we are stagnant for one year)? Maintenance jumps from step 6 to step
11 in the 2011-2012 year making $8800 more per year in 2012-13 than a teacher
there the same amount of time. By the end of the contract, Maintenance will earn
over $30,000 more over the life of the contract than a teacher who is also on step
6 at the beginning. A similar thing happens for Mechanics. The 21 step guide
was negotiated down from the 33 step guide the in the Board’s initial proposal.
Jim Mastrianni, Fact Finder, wrote for the extended teacher guide in his report.

12. Why are Kindergarten assistants getting paid more than other assistants?
Kindergarten assistants are certificated personnel.
Lisa, Lauren, Susan, Tina, and Tom
Ardena Building Representatives

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Can you please explain what 17/18 means for step 11? When reading the
movement chart, you need to stay in the row all the way across. If you were on
step 11 in the 2010 - 2011 school year, your step movement is 11-11-12-14-15-
17. The 18 is a step in the 2015 - 2016 year.

Does that mean mid year we are considered 18 for 2015-2016? No.

Also, is it correct to say that for step 11, (right now 13 years employed by the
district) it may/may not even be possible to reach the top of the guide by 2019?
Terms of the contract are for the duration of the contract. When the "blue book"
expired, there were no steps to go
to. The same holds true here. I can not predict what 2019 will bring. This guide
expires July 31, 2016.

Please know that having the 2015 - 2016 - an extra year - is huge for the
members. It allows more people to get through the guide and is a plus that we
were able to secure it.

What exactly is the total of our health care ? Posted on the HTEA website.

Colleen Hoeler



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After looking over the salary guide for Kindergarten Asst. I was wondering why
the step 1, 2012-2013 salary is $24,000? Step 1, 2012-2013 is $23,000.

Since this position was newly created for the 12-13 school year and the assts.
were hired at $23,000, why the $1000 bump for this year? New guides were
posted showing the $23,000.

Cathy (Packard)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Since we are giving up the Rx reimbursement, and going to higher co-pays, what
will the new Premium of Insurance be? This is still being tabulated because of a
breakdown of single, parent/child, parent/spouse and family. The insurance goes
to bid in May. I will provide new rates the end of May.

Currently the 3 categories combined total is $17,533.92 ( Dental, Medco, Self
Insursed (Bc/Bs)). The plan(s) must surely be less than that? This is still being
tabulated because of a breakdown of single, parent/child, parent/spouse and
family. Please see breakdown on the website.

  Lisa Varley 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. When will we hear from the board if they have approved the support staff

salary guides?  Posted on website.

2. How does the retro pay work? Retro is as of July 1, 2012 to when the new
guide will be in effect.

Mary Lou Rosenthal

With all the numbers that have been flying around lately, would you mind
clarifying some for me?

First: When the bids come back as to the monthly premiums, what percentage of
that dollar amount will we have to pay? The % for 2012-2013 is the year 2
column of the premium sharing chart.



Second: Will the percentage each employee pays be a flat rate or based on
salary? You need to look at that column, find your salary and then find your %.
The amount that you pay for the insurance is that % multiplied by the insurance
premium amount.

Third: Will this percentage be in addition to or in place of the governors
suggested percentages? This is the governor's mandated contribution. However,
if the amount of your contribution is less than 1.5% of your salary, you pay the
1.5% of your salary. You do not pay both – just the tables amount on the
premium sharing chart OR the 1.5% of your salary – whichever is higher.

Kathy Lenetti-Lynch


